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A cleaning has been performed, and now the silo is without a sheriff. With only one good candidate

available, Mayor Jahns and Deputy Marnes set off for the down deep to recruit her in person. Along

the way, they discover much about each other, troubling news about this candidate, and stumble

upon fractured alliances that could spell the doom of a silo they've worked long years to protect.
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Mayor Jahns and Sheriff's Deputy Marnes have a journey to make. They have to go from the top

level of "The Silo" to the bottom to interview a new replacement sheriff. The former sheriff, Holston,

had volunteered for the cleaning. He wanted to go outside to clean the lenses of the camera and

join his wife who had left 3 years before. He knew it was a one way ticket and that he would either

die where his wife did or find her in the new world. Regardless, he could never return to the Silo.The

journey for Jahns and Marnes was not going to be an easy one they were getting older and going

down the spiral staircase 144 floors would take days down and days back up the dreaded stairs.

They had to do it to interview this new candidate for Sheriff. The one they thought might be the best



for the job despite what the dreaded IT manager had said.....I love Sci-Fi and this book is about the

end of the world scenario and life in a hidden bunker for hundreds of years. The survivors don't

really even know how long their families have lived underground but they do know it is blasphemy to

talk of going outside.What makes this story so wonderful is not the Sci-Fi part but the wonderful way

the book is written. You will get involved with the characters' lives as well as their emotions and

concerns. This book is artfully written and you will become engrossed in reading on just to see what

happens next. It is a novel of an isolated society trying to survive for the preservation of the human

race. Centuries of life have been spent underground and lost history indicates several uprisings that

caused a great turmoil in the Silo. Keeping a tight knit society and working as a team is the key to

continued survival.
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